ABSTRACT

World Internet have brought change which big so for human life. Internet have become communications media for human being. We will find difficulties if we wish to obtain information from Internet, but no computer we which can use. Seen that we very require computer if we like to exploit Internet.

But such as in this time, emerge a technology enabling somebody read information situs which internet of through handphone and appliances of attached to other mobile device telephone access GPRS at mobile mentioned as by a media access internet.

GPRS distribute data packet access internet until 114Kbps. Transferring the data to network internet (WEB Server) through network of GPRS Cellular. Services of exist in internet earn accessed through GPRS, since protocol GPRS of is same as internet.

With given facility for the conducive consumer user and also administrator to use according to [his/its] requirement each. So that the consumer given by amenity in obtaining information or news of through desktop browser or mobile browser such as handphone, etc. Bagi consumer Searching news earn easy to access this situs since this system have supported technology capable to recognize browsing through mobile or handphone.

This Final Project expected able to give added value for media medium to get a accurate information. optimal Ambulatory but a mobile device.
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